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"The members of the Society are scattered throughout all parts of the world and divided into as many
nations and kingdoms as the earth itself a division
nevertheless which is characterized only by remoteby difference of
ness of place, not of sentiment
language, not of feeling by variety of faces, not of
In this family the Roman thinks as the
customs.
Greek, the Portuguese as the Brazilian, the Erse as
the Sclav, the Spaniard as the French, the English
and among so many varieties of
as the Fleming
genius there is no dispute, no contention, nothing which
would suggest that they are more tha?i one
Place of birth offers to them no motive of personal

—

;

;

;

The same design, the same manner,
same vow, which like the marriage tie has bound
them together.
By the slightest sign one
single man sways the entire Society, and determines tJie
interest.

the

course of this vast body.
to sJtaker

— Picture

It

is

easy to move, but diffiadt

of the first era of the Society of

fesus: published with the authorization of Mutio
Vitelleschi, General of the Society, 1640.
" These doctrines, the consequence of which would
go to destroy the law of nature that moral standard
which God himself has imprinted on the heart of
man, and hence to break all the bonds of civil
society, since they authorize theft, falsehood, perjury,
impurity the most criminal, and generally all passions
as well as all crimes, by teaching secret compensation,
equivocations, mental reservations, probabilism and
philosophical sin to destroy all feelings of humanity
among men, since they favor homicide and parricide
to overthrow the royal authority, etc
Decree of the Parliament of Paris, March 5 th, 1762.

—

—

;

;

—
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PREFACE.
I.

OBJECT AND PLAN OF THE BOOK.
On

the 2 ist June, 1879, there was opened in the
of Deputies the discussion of a proposed
law on "the Liberty of Higher Education," of which
the most important clause (Art. 7) prohibited instruction of all grades by Jesuits and members of other
religious orders not recognized by the State.
On that day I delivered a speech * in which I

Chamber

endeavored to show from a purely political point of
view the danger to the peace and moral unity of our
country arising from the instruction given by this
sect, which has carried the germs of civil war wherever it has gained a foothold, which all countries have
cursed and expelled, and the members of which ought,
according to the terms of existing French legislation,
to be conducted to the frontier without further delay.
Some days afterwards, the Minister of Public Instruction, in support of the same position, brought to
the tribune some quotations taken from historical
works by Jesuits quotations which excited the in-

—

* See page
559.

—

Note. The pages herein referred to in brackets are pages of the
French version of La Morale des Jesuites, by Paul Bert, 15th edition.
The works referred to are the Compendium Theologiae Moralis and
Casus Conscientiae, 5th ed., Lyons Briday, 1875.
There is a later
edition published by the S. C. de Propaganda Fide, Rome, 1878.
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dignation

of the

Chamber and

revealed to

it

the

imminence of the danger.
This furnished me with an opportunity of again
entering upon the scene and of considering the question from a higher point of view.
All historical
opinions as to the past, or forecasts of the future, are
only one of the particular applications of ethical
principles.
I therefore attacked the moral teaching
of the Jesuits, and arraigned it before the bar of the
Chamber on the 5th July, 1879.* I recalled briefly
at the outset the eloquent attacks of Pascal
then
passing to more recent times, I made numerous extracts from the proofs and illustrations of the famous
decree passed by the Parliament of Paris on the 5th
March, 1762
I came
next to modern times, and
showed at once the continued acceptance of these
odious doctrines, and their introduction into the
instruction given not only to youths, but even to
;

;

younger

children.
Finally, a friendly hand having brought to me the
next day some interesting extracts j* from the works
of the Jesuit Gury, who, I must confess, was then
entirely unknown to me, I took advantage of them to
insert them in a reply to M. de la Bassetiere.j
The effect of the speech of the 5th July was, I may

say without vanity, truly extraordinary. The ChamOne journal, which published
ber was visibly moved.
it entire, alone sold more than a hundred thousand
copies.
I received numberless letters of congratulahands were stretched out
tion, or rather, of thanks
to me from all parts of France, Belgium, Switzerland,
and Canada from all the countries which the sons of
Loyola are silently and stealthily invading.
;

;

* See page 597.
+ Unfortunately, there had crept in a copyist's error, for which I
was severely taken to task, although really it was of no importance.
See page 635.
t See page 639.

It was not the fault of these last that the medal did
not have a reverse side, and that the profound joy
which all these marks of sympathy gave me was not
marred by their insults and threats. But they could
my contempt for them rendered me
not succeed
;

insensible to their attacks.*
According to the most

moderate of those who
abused me, I had made use of falsified texts I had
even falsified some of them myself. Pascal, Dumoulin,
;

Pasquier, La Chalotais, and so many others, falsifiers
I was
The Parliamentary Commissioners falsifiers
!

!

at least in

good company.

should not have cared much for this had there
not been amongst my accusers several ecclesiastical
functionaries, including two or three bishops, one of
whom, M. Freppel, challenged me directly in the
harshest terms.
I then resolved to prepare a reply, and began one
a pamphlet which threatened to become rather
long.
It was after the custom hitherto adopted, a
statement of Jesuitical doctrines, a collection of new
quotations drawn directly from the original sources,
with satirical reflections and indignant remarks in
short, an imitation more or less happy of the immortal
Provincial Letters.
I

—

;

* It would be impossible to give reasonable people, who are
ignorant of the resources which hatred supplies to the ingenuity of
Churchmen, any idea of the insults and abuse which were heaped upon
me by the Jesuits and their natural allies. It was a veritable rage :
spumat rabies vesana per ora.
medical journal of Vienna, which has
done me the honor of publishing a long biographical notice, sums up
" The
all these results of Catholic charity in the following terms
Catholic journals call him a libertine, a shameless materialist, a man
tainted with all the foul vices of Paris, a disgrace to the French tribune,
a scoundrel, a rake, a grub ! It is plain from these bursts of rage that
Paul Bert has hit the dark fraternity only too well." And I may say
the Austrian journal has kept quite within the mark.
I do not speak
of some grosser assaults, the authors of which have just been punished
by the police authorities of Paris.

A

:
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But a glance over the catalogue of the National
Library led me all at once to change my plan. I
foresaw that my book, after a temporary success,
would soon fall into the oblivion in which sleep so
many other works of the same kind, though in many
cases marvels of wit, logic, learning, and eloquence,
an oblivion into which, it must be owned, even the
Provincial Letters themselves have fallen.
This public indifference, to be so general, must have
some reason for it. How then are we to explain it ?
how escape it ? Whence arises the uselessness of so
many efforts, often powerful enough in themselves ?
After careful enquiry, I believe I have found the
explanation of it. Suppose a book written such as I
had first thought of. Suppose it possesses all the
good qualities imaginable the bitter raillery of
Pascal, the haughty indignation of La Chalotais, the
lofty eloquence of Michelet, the winged poetry of
Put it into the hands of some man who is
Ouinet.
wise, moderate, and liberal, to whom the Jesuits
occasion a kind of secret uneasiness, but who is afraid
Men of this class
to appear as an enemy of religion.
are by no means rare, for at the present moment they
make up nearly the whole bourgeois class of France.
And it is important that this class should be convinced
above all others in the first place, because it is their
opinion, and not that of extreme men or of men of
and
action, which will make common public opinion
further, because it is around the children of such that
In cases where the wives
the Jesuits are prowling.
are under their control, the daughters are already in
their hands, and the sons are in danger of becoming so.
Suppose such a man opens the book and reads it
through.
At first he is aroused and even indignant.
But see him again a month later. You say to him,
" You have read the book ?
What quotations these
"Yes,
It is crushing!"
are!
It is abominable!

—

;

;

he replies, " but, after all, now that I have
thought over it, it does not prove very much. First
These men of
of all, these quotations are very old.
the sixteenth, seventeenth, and even of the eighteenth
century, could not be expected to have the same
ideas as we have on moral subjects any more than
upon political ones. To reproach the Jesuits ot
Lhomond Street with the maxims of Tolet, Emmanuel
Sa, Fagundez, Suarez, Filliucius, and so many others
who were dead before Pascal's time, is to transgress
the bounds of fair controversy it is to blend a dead
theology with ever-living morality, and systematically
to confound different historical periods.
As well set
the League beside the French Revolution and make
the one responsible for the other
" Besides, the
manner of speaking has wholly
changed. The coarse language that was common in
those distant times would excite indignation to-day.
Sanchez could not now be reprinted.
Think of
Rabelais and Brantome, the pets of court ladies
What princess now would spend the night, as did the
young Mary of Prussia, in copying La Pucelle, and
openly say so ? These shameful things in the old
casuists do not mean anything for modern times.
"And, then, what confidence is to be placed in these
extracts ?
Of course, the author has copied them
accurately the knaves who accuse their opponents
of falsifying texts, merely prove that they themselves
are the ones capable of doing it. But, in the first place,
they are hard to verify they are taken from rare books,
which are found only in the large libraries. And,
then, as for this author, he is a partisan bound to gain
his point, and we must suppose him to have acted
yes,"

;

!

;

;

accordingly.

Now, how many

Jesuit writers there are,

and how many volumes have they written They are
to be counted by hundreds, and some of them in
folio
All that mass is searched through in every
!

!
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nook and corner, without distinction of date, country
or moral temperament
sentences are extracted, and
shreds of sentences, abominable things, I confess,
which at first made me start. But, after all, what of
it ?
Everything is artfully mixed up lines written
centuries apart are brought together they are fitted
and framed in a skilful statement. Worse than all,
they are detached from their context they are separated from the principles which gave them their
philosophical value, or from the applications which
gave them their practical value. It is like the difference between the flowers of a dead collection and
those of the open fields.
knows whether the
exception has not sometimes been taken for the rule,
the subordinate clause for the principal sentence, the
limitation for the principle ? Add to all that, unavoidable errors, alterations in texts often quoted at
second-hand, and lastly, faults of translation in these
difficult matters
No, decidedly, all that does
not convince me it is a piece of special pleading,
clever, I grant, and doubtless sincere, at least as far
But the
as it fs possible for a partisan to be sincere.
more I think of it, the less I am satisfied. It is ever
the old adage
Give me four lines from a man and
I will hang him.'
Your book is a striking one, but it
proves nothing."
So such a man will speak so I have heard people
speak many a time. True, it will not be hard for one
to reply, but as for the book, it can make no reply.
Besides, they will generally refuse to listen to you
the reader has formed his conclusion, he is set free
from an irritating question he has found the means
to
of avoiding, perhaps, some household quarrel
discuss with him is like trying to draw out a nail by
hammering it on the head.
But what is to be done then? Ask him and he
will answer
" What must be done is to show me
;

;

;

;

Who

;

:

—

'

;

;

;

;

:

—

II

that the

modern Jesuits, those with whom we have to
whose care my wife wishes me to send
still profess the same doctrines and use the

deal, those to

my

son,

same language

as those of former days, who, I readily
It is said,
grant, were not deserving of high regard."
indeed, that none of them ever could, or can, now
print books without the permission of their superiors,
and that thus there does not exist among them any
I
separate or individual opinion.
have even read
somewhere that they boasted of using only one lan-

guage, and thinking only one thought, and that one
of their Generals declared, " Let them be as they are,
But these are only geneor let them cease to be."
ralities written for the sake of effect, to strike an
attitude, so to speak.
It is said, on the other hand,
that they are so shrewd, so insinuating, so conciliatory,
so flexible
These two kinds of reproach contradict
each other. For my part, I believe they have put
themselves on a level with their surroundings, and
have suited themselves to modern times.
" Surely, it should not be hard to see to the bottom
of the whole matter.
There are books written quite
recently, in which Jesuits still living state the whole
system of their doctrines. That is what I would like
to be able to read.
I should, then, have a true idea
of matters, by seeing them all in their proper connection, without the intervention of a third party,
who must be always under suspicion. But these are
large volumes, tiresome as can be, it is said, and I
have no time to read them. Besides, they are in
!

Latin
now, between ourselves, my Latin is somewhat rusty, and I was never very proficient. " What
I would like is that some modern book be taken
whole book, written by some Jesuit of acknowledged
authority, and that it should be translated without
abridgement, omitting only what is of no interest to
me, for I care little about metaphysics, and still less
;

—
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about theology.
service to

me and

That would be rendering a real
to many others.
We would read

and form conclusions for ourselves without needing
by sentences ready-made, for we have
some common sense and fairness."
This is the solution found, and our bourgeois is
right.
Yes, the authors who have written upon the
Jesuits have put too much of their own into their
A change is needed, and the subjective
books.
method must give way to the objective.
This being settled, I threw my work into the waste
basket, after having detached from it a small portion
relating to the alterations of the texts with which I
had been reproached,* and I set out in quest of a
Jesuit who should answer the required description.
I
had no trouble in finding one. Gury was at
He died quite recently, after
once pointed out.
having been for a long time Professor of Moral
Theology in the Jesuits' College at Rome. He published two considerable works, each of two large
volumes, which between the four represent nearly ten
times the matter of this present work one, a Compendium of Moral Theology (Compendium Theologiae
Moralis) and the other Cases of Conscience (Casus
Conscientiae).
These books have passed through
several editions, the last of which is dated 1875.
They are in the hands not only of all Jesuits, but of a
for, according to M.
very large number of priests
Guibert, Archbishop of Paris, they have happily
transformed within these last thirty years the whole
Thus Gury united in
spirit of the French clergy. f
it,

to be aided

—

;

*

(the

My falsifications,

a letter to the Editor of the Republique franqaise,
as a pamphlet by the

number of August 29th, 1879) published

Publishers of the Petite Republique fran<;aise.
+ " It cannot be overlooked that the two

works of Father Gury
have greatly aided in popularizing the easiest solutions furnished by
Father Matignon, S. J.
probabilism among the French clergy.''

;

Religious Studies,

1

866.

the required qualities of recency and
Further, it was from him that I had
quoted he was the one in connection with whom I
had made an involuntary mistake, and whom I had
been accused of calumniating. There was no room

himself

all

authority.
;

for hesitation.

have therefore taken the four volumes in the last
and have given myself up to the most laborious and thankless of tasks, in order to make the present
work from them. This is how I have proceeded.
The Compendium is a theoretical work, divided into
a number of dissertations (a dissertation on human
actions, on conscience, on laws, &c).
The Cases of
Conscience is a series of cases, examples, and anecdotes, which form so many problems of moral theology.
They are grouped in dissertations corresponding to
those of the Compendium.
I began by cutting up
these two works to some extent, and combining them
into one, each dissertation of the Compendium being
followed by the cases which relate to it, each theoretical
statement by its practical applications. The use of
different sizes of type distinguishes them at the first
I

edition,*

glance.

Then, as to the mode of abbreviation. As regards
the Compendium, I have carefully preserved the whole
general aspect of the book.
Each dissertation is
divided into parts, sections, chapters, articles, paragraphs.
I have reproduced this arrangement.
I have
even kept the numbers which correspond to each new
idea, if not to each paragraph.
In one word, the
table of contents is absolutely untouched.
This
done, I have avoided analyzing anything whatever
there is not in the whole book a single line drawn up
by me.
Wherever the statement of the casuist
;

* Compenditim Theologies Moralis, revised, corrected, enlarged, and
brought up to date by Henry Dumas, S J. ; 2nd edition, Lyons,
Briday, 1875.
Casus Conscientice, 5th edition, Lyons, Briday, 1875.

appeared to me of interest I have translated
it literally and fully
when not so, I have left it aside
and substituted a dotted line. The
extent of these
omissions, which vary much in length,
may easily be
estimated by the numbers of the
paragraphs which
;

are wanting.
In this separation

between what seemed

to

me

deserving of reproduction and what I
thought ouo-ht
to be passed by in silence, I have
had to be guided
by very various considerations.
First of all
I
have systematically omitted everything
which related
merely to pure theology, or to ecclesiastical
disciplinethe dissertations on the Cardinal virtues,
on the precepts of the Church, on the sacraments
(especially
those on Baptism, Confirmation, the
Eucharist Ex
treme Unction, Orders), on Censures, on
Irregularities
on Indulgences, have been very much
shortened
In
the other Dissertations I have kept only
what is of a
nature to interest laymen, viz., the general

and

principles

their

more important deductions, the exceptions

so often destructive of the rule, the
reservations, the
evasions, and also, when occasion offers,
the peculiar
questions, the odd examples which

from the older

Gury borrows

casuists, or invents for himself;
for

he

was a man possessed of a very fertile
imagination
But it must not be supposed that I have
translated
only what seemed to me reprehensible
far from it
;

am

ready to endorse very many of the propositions
here reproduced
those which I have passed by in
silence appeared to me also very often
free from all
blame. My object has been not to make
an extract
of the wicked and dangerous precepts,
but to give as
complete a view as the method employed would
allow
of the whole range of Jesuit doctrine at
the r
present
period.
I

;

As

for the cases

which are a

sort of ana, often tire-

some, but sometimes very odd and ingenious,
and the
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abundance of which in the Reverend Father Gury's
teaching, it would appear, gave his course an
altogether peculiar relish, the choice has been much
easier.
I have taken, in the first place, a large part
of those in which common lay morality would find
then,
fault with the Jesuitical solutions of them
those which are interesting in themselves, either because they reveal the skirmish of tricky devices which
is often set up in the confessional between the confessor and his penitent, or because they illustrate grooral

;

tesque superstitions, or because they furnish evidence
of the erotic preoccupation which haunts the imagination of the Jesuit in all circumstances and places, and
leads him to introduce the res venerea into all matters
of casuistry.

have added to the text a certain number of notes.
are meant to show the agreement which still
exists between the present doctrines of the order, as
stated by Gury, and the principles of the earlier
It will be easy to see, also, that in spite of
Jesuits.*
certain modifications of form forced upon them by
the difficulties of the times, the Jesuits have discarded
none of their former doctrines, not even those which
I

Some

* The texts which I quote are borrowed from the famous " Extracts
from dangerous and pernicious assertions of all kinds by the so-called
Jesuits, verified and collated by the Commissioners of the Parliament
of Paris, 1762
I vol. quarto, 544 pages."
It is to this volume that
;

the figures of my quotations refer.
It is well known that the Jesuits have tried to rebut this formidable
collection, by taking advantage of a certain number of errors, of no
importance, which they have pointed out and added up, and the frightful total of which, 758, they are continually proclaiming.
This is how
they are made up according to the " Reply" in four large volumes,

made by Fathers Grou and Sauvage

:

In the Latin Extracts.
the letter and sense of the text of the Author.

Mistakes as to
Suppression of sentences in the text
Mutilation of the text
Unfair statements

.

41
261
61

94
457

i6

were denounced by Pascal and which Pope Innocent
XI. condemned in 1679. Other notes show how
these doctrines are introduced into the instruction of
those of tender age, by the recent catechisms, and
notably by that of the Grand Vicar Marotte, which I
have taken as a sample, because it is the official book
of our primary normal schools.
Finally, others make
allusion to recent events that may be considered as
logical applications of Jesuitical principles.
The analysis of the works of Gury in the manner
which has just been indicated does not make up the
whole of the present volume.
*
I have added, first of all, the analysis of a work
widely circulated among the clergy of the South of
France, which is designed to complete upon one point
the work of the Jesuit.
It is a dissertation upon the
In

the French Version.

Translations contary to the grammar and construction of the
16
Latin
220
Alteration of the sense in words
Alteration of the sense in sentences
65
301

Total
758
In all fairness, the errors in the French version must first of all be
deducted, since the " Extracts from assertions " gives the corresponding
Latin text. Then, when the matter is closely examined, it is seen that
the " Suppressions of sentences '' and the " Mutilations of the text." in
The
the immense majority of cases, mean absolutely nothing at all.
Jesuit, in order to sustain his accusation, is forced to drown himself in
page after page of explanations, which accounts for the fact that his
"Reply," which ought to have been so short and simple, makes four
large volumes in quarto.
But further, the Archbishop of Paris, having thought that he could
point out twenty-seven errors in the texts quoted, the Parliament, in

1764, named a large commission, which examined matters afresh, and
There remains from all this only one
replied to these allegations.
proof more of the impudence of the Jesuits. The 758 falsifications of
Parliament are to be placed on the same level as the 24 with which
they have reproached me, and among which is put the falsification of
the name of Casnedi, which the proof-reader of
Officiel wrote Cassendi
* Page 507.

V
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and ninth commandments of the decalogue,
which we owe to a pen authorized and dear to the
sixth

Jesuits, that of

Abbe

Rousselot, Professor in the great

Seminary of Grenoble, and chief author (after Mile,
de la Merliere) of the shameless farce called the
Apparition of La Salette. Here I have greatly
abridged and left much of it in Latin for obvious
May I be pardoned for having translated
reasons.
almost entire, while softening the terms, the corresponding passages of Gury. It appeared to me necessary to show all to what a degree of aberration the
casuistical mania can lead, and how in reality the
abominable Sanchez is still truly alive, if not brought
And when we think that this book is
to perfection.
intended for young confessors, and for the pupils of
the great seminaries, we ask what all these descriptions and meditations must give rise to in the brains
of

young

A

celibates.

second addition *

is

condemned

propositions

the

by

list

of the sixty-five

Pope

Innocent

XL,

The calumnies of Pascal, as the
16th, 1679.
Jesuits call them, will have served some purpose, for
March

the most of these propositions had been pointed out
by him on the Jesuit texts, and denounced in his
Since then the Jesuits have
Letters to a Provincial.
got round these condemnations with admirable skill,
and have set up upon their feet, with scarce a limp,
all of these propositions that could present any practical interest.

Finally, the

Journal

book ends by the reproduction from Le
of the speeches which originated all

Officiel

this discussion.

Such
I

is

the book.

shall allow

Some
*

It is

now

myself only one

faults of translation

Page 549.

for the reader to judge.

last observation.

must have escaped me.
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could not be otherwise in so long a work, done so
and dealing with a Latin so strange and
sometimes so obscure. I count upon my enemies to
point them out to me, and I earnestly beg them to set
to work at once, in order that I may be able to profit
by their criticisms, for my excellent publisher has
kept the plates in view of these corrections.
With regard to whatever faults of this order there
may be, and to others of an analogous kind, I cannot
do better than protect myself behind a very reasonable
passage of the Jesuit writer of the famous Reply to the
assertions of Parliament : "We should not push too
far exactitude and caution in a work such as this,
where it is difficult altogether to escape faults, which
will infallibly be pointed out by our enemies, and
magnified in the eyes of the public as capital errors,
are convinced that
however slight they may be.
the main matter of the work does not leave them any
reply, and that the only resource left them is to lay
hold of some slips which do not better their cause."
This reservation was a rather queer one from his
pen, since it answered in advance all his cavils on the
work of the Parliamentary Commissioners. It is more
appropriately placed here.
I may observe, in conclusion, that Gury's books are
in the market at everybody's disposal for a moderate
price, and that thus all those who feel bound to do so
It

quickly,

We

may
and

easily

my

compare and

translation.

criticise

both

my

selections

II.

SUMMARY OF THE BOOK.
The first impression which a simple layman experiences on perusing a Jesuit Compendium is astonishment mingled with fear. This book is everything, or
Canon law, civil
at least pretends to be everything.
law, criminal law, even commercial law, procedure,
and, on the other hand, sciences divine and human,
everything is found collected there. One feels that
the pupil who is strongly impregnated with it during
his studies, who carries it with him on leaving the
seminary, sometimes to a remote country district,
where beside the breviary, catechism, and the confesmanual, it will form his whole library, must be
persuaded that everything is found in it which may
be needed to guide him in his conduct towards
men, and in his relations with heaven. Nothing has
escaped the casuist, and the priest will find in it readymade solutions on everything his book in hand he
will be able to descant upon the first principles of
sor's

:

morals, or upon the legal validity of trusts, upon the

sacrament of the Eucharist, or upon the theory of
margins. Society can no more have any hold on him
or teach him anything his chiefs have foreseen all.
When from this general glance he comes to the
study of any part whatever of this encyclopaedia, at
once sacred and profane, the layman is then struck
with the absence of any general principles, of any rule
embracing a considerable number of facts or of ideas.
Everywhere, on the contrary, there is an aching for
narrow definitions, and especially for division or
;

20

which breaks down the principle, conslackens it or reduces it, to a compilation of
many petty aphorisms that might afterwards be easily
made to oppose each other. Take, for example, the
Immediately after a definichapter on conscience.
tion which appears to be a negation of free-will
conscience is disaltogether, here are the divisions
tinguished as right or erroneous, certain or doubtful,
etc. (p. 23); then the detailed definitions and secondary divisions conscience vincibly erroneous or invininvincibly erroneous which orders,
cibly erroneous ;
As well
invincibly erroneous which permits, etc.
might we distinguish truth that is true, truth that is
classification,

tracts

it,

:

;

These sublime words by
doubtful, truth that is false.
such treatment lose all lofty meaning, all sacredness
;

and that is what the casuist wished
wards hold them cheap.

:

he

will after-

A third surprise to the reader not accustomed to
books of this kind is the facility with which the most
monstrous consequences are deduced from an excellent
It is ever the old sophism of the hair
principle.
plucked out and the bald head one hair plucked out
does not make it bald, nor two, nor three, nor &c,
when then will it become bald ? Circumstances added
one by one to the original truth turn it into a scandalous error, even as water added drop by drop to
generous wine turns it into the paltriest beverage
without our knowing at what moment the change has
;

taken place. One feels filled with anguish, as if carried
along upon a fatal declivity, the blades of grass coming
away under his hand. This is the great power of the
he knows that,
casuist and the height of his art
wearied with the struggle, the victim will in the long
run let himself roll to the bottom.
And what will he find there ? The softest of beds
on which to rest, soft as mud probabilism. We have
here the veritable pillow of doubt, though not in the
;

which Montaigne understood it. No more
only their fragments have reached the
upon each of them a casuist wrangles and
harangues.
For every question he holds a solution
ready in his hand he offers it to the passer-by, and
as he is, according to the Jesuit formula, a doctor, a
man of probity and learning, his opinion becomes
probable, and the passer-by can choose, in the peacefulness of his erroneotis conscience, what suits his
purpose best among all these solutions which the
hands of the doctors hold out to him. And mark,
that if he takes one of them to-day he can to-morrow
decide in favor of the opposite opinion, if he should
have ever so little interest in doing so. ( Vide pp. 33,
The confessor, his master in so many things,
43, &c.)
is here helpless, and he must yield and give absolution
whenever the penitent can sustain himself by the
opinion of a director, though he may have had to
sense

in

principles
abyss, and

;

;

search long for him. ( Vide pp. 35, 41.)
How can one help rejoicing in this convenient
doctrine, and repeating the thanksgiving of Escobar
" In truth when I consider so many different sentiments upon matters of morality, I look upon it as a
happy design of providence, inasmuch as this variety
of opinions helps us to bear more pleasantly the yoke
of the Lord."
I do not urge this further, for the avenging curses
of Pascal still vibrate in the memories of all.
But it
will be enough to peruse the present book to see that
the Jesuits have in no wise given up the notorious
doctrine of probabilism (pp. 28, 37) and of philosophical
sin, a product of the invincibly erroneous conscience.
(pp. 24, 26, 31.)

This fact

may have

consequences

ridiculous or monstrous.
See what, in the skilful hands of Jesuits, this selfevident and primary principle may become " Where
there is no evil intention there can be no sin in con:
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Since there is no sin, he goes on to say,
no obligation to make reparation for a wrong
done altogether involuntarily. And then he instances
Adelbert, (p. 15) who, meaning to kill his enemy
Titus, kills his friend Caius.
And he declares gravely
that Adelbert, not being in any way guilty of the
homicide committed, is not liable for any restitution
to the heirs of him whom he has assassinated.
Go one step further. Take another principle for
less certain, but admissable under limitations in practice, viz., that one is not obliged to criminate himself
for a bad deed which he has committed, and let us

science."

there

is

We

introduce it into the foregoing examples.
have,
then, the case of Julius, (p. 236) who drinks by inadvertence the poisoned wine which Curtius was offering
to Dydimus, in order to put him to death.
Curtius,
says the casuist, was not obliged to warn Julius, for
that would have been to criminate himself, and he is
not bound to indemnify his heirs because he had no
intention of killing him
he was only the occasion,
not the efficacious cause of death, and Julius killed
himself
One feels that a trifle more, and Curtius
might demand damages from him.
Another principle better than the last
" One is
bound to make reparation only for the injury that has
been really caused." Thus, if Jacob (p. 252) has
killed Mark, who was ruining his family by his
extravagance and his drunkenness, he owes nothing
to the family of the aforesaid Mark, for he has done
them no harm. Still better, he has rendered them a
service, since he has hindered them from being further
ruined
little more and he would have the right
to claim a reward.
It is plain that nothing can resist such a mode of
using principles, a method of which examples abound
in the present work.
I shall not indicate others, and
I shall confine myself to making here one remark of
;

!

:

!

A

—
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Gury complains somewhere
the highest significance.
(p. 257) with charming naivete "of the difficulty there
is in harmonizing the laws of conscience with those
I may say that that is easy to
of the Civil Code."
understand, and that a priori there must be often im
portant differences between the decision of the judge
of the conscience, that is to say, of the intentions, as
we imagine the priest must be, and the solution of
the lay magistrate in fact, or of the civil law in principle.
But in what sense ought the difference to show
itself?
In the sense, it would seem, of greater
In fact,
severity on the part of the religious judge.
at the outset, the civil magistrate can condemn only
when to the bad intention is joined the act, the
attempt at execution. In principle, the civil law,
which is not charged with the duty of pacifying
consciences, but of maintaining order in society, is
obliged to forego condemnation on many actions
which the religious judge ought to condemn. Now,
is this the case with the Jesuits ?
Far from it and
examples are not wanting. Here is a thief; he ought to
make restitution, nobody doubts that, and the civil
magistrate will compel him to it by all the methods
of justice.
But he consults the casuist, and the latter
authorizes him to delay the restitution when he
cannot make it " without losing a situation justly
acquired," that is to say, acquired by a theft, (p. 201.)
Here is a simpleton, Simplicius, who has foolishly
allowed the horse which he had borrowed to be
stolen.
So much the worse for you, the civil judge
will say
you shall pay for the horse. Oh, no exclaims the gentle casuist he is so silly (p. 239.)
Here is Quirinus, who enters a shop in order to steal,
holding a candle in his hand a cat springs out,
upsets the candle the place takes fire and everything is burned.
I do not know what the civil judge
will say, but I know well what lay morality would
!

!

;

!

;

;

;
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say as for the casuist, he has no hesitation Poor
Quirinus he owes nothing it is not his fault, it is
the cat's, (p. 196.)
Here is Zephirin,who digs a hole
in his field, and who, knowing- that Andrew must pass
there, keeps from warning him.
Andrew falls and
breaks his leg. The civil judge will be powerless, but
the moral judge
Have no fear Zephirin owes
nothing, (p. 232.)
Here is Philias, a student in the
seminary, who allows one of his comrades to be
expelled as guilty of a theft which he has himself
committed the consequences of it are serious for the
poor Albinus. Here again the civil judge can do
nothing; the Jesuit without hesitation exempts Philias
from all indemnity, (p. 235.) Olympius during an
auction sale commits the offence of combining to
keep down prices, an offence punishable by fine and
imprisonment before the civil judge
the casuist
absolves him. (p. 306.)
Finally, not to multiply
examples to excess, if we return to Adelbert, the
murderer of Caius, we see that the civil judge will
certainly make him pay damages to the family of
him whom he has killed, and perhaps condemn him
for having made an attempt at assassination against
;

;

!

:

;

!

;

;

Titus.

The

hands of all that
on purpose that is enough.

Jesuit washes his

Adelbert did not do

it

—

the attention of the reader to this general
observation.
He will find in the book a number of
precepts, or of cases, which are undoubtedly in harmony with the prescriptions of civil law, but which
the law rather suffers than approves, and which it
decrees not on account of the honorableness of the
action, or of the precept, but because to proceed
otherwise would occasion grave social inconvenience.
I cite only one of these: Upon his death-bed a father
in civil law,
directs his son to make a certain gift
doubtless, that does not constitute a will, and it is a
case in which the judge of the conscience should
I

call

;
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Now the casuist dispenses the son from
carrying out the wish of his dying father, (p. 295.)
In one word, the casuist always accepts the solutions
of the civil law when they can be used in favor of
the morally guilty but when the latter is condemned
thereby, he endeavors to furnish him many a device
for escaping.
For it is one of the features of Jesuitical casuistry
always to take part with the offender, and this is by
no means the least important reason for its decisive
triumph over Jansenist rigor. Between the robber and
the robbed the Jesuit never hesitates he puts himself
on the side of the robber. See the examples which I
have just cited. When the question is one of making
restitution, he is all honey for the thief
he must not
be forced to " deprive himself of his servants, or of his
friends," but all the while the man robbed may quietly
die of hunger.
He exempts Simplicius, without any
thought for the lender of horses who loses his beast
he cares nothing for the merchant burnt out by
Quirinus any more than he does for Andrew and
his broken leg, or for the poor fellow whose sale
Olympius has spoiled, or for Albinus, dishonored
and ruined, or than for the innocent heirs of the
murdered Caius. No his sympathies are elsewhere.
Is it surprising that Parliaments have expelled the
intervene.

;

;

;

;

!

Jesuits

?

How much

might be said on secret compensation so
energetically condemned by the civil law and lay
morality, so completely approved and sometimes so
ingeniously taught by the Jesuits, (pp. 59, 186, 287,
The theory and the practice of this art of
290, 311.)
stealing are found in many passages of the book, and
one shudders to think of how many prisoners, the
teaching of the Jesuits falling upon a nation disposed
to receive it, must have sent to answer at the bar of
criminal justice.
And the theory of theft properly so-
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Its gravity according to the fortune of the
person robbed, and not as our codes would have it,
according to the accompaniments of assault, burglary,

called

!

And the slight theft for which restituneed to be made and the indulgences
towards the thefts of domestics (p. 182)
and the
necessity excusing theft (p. 184) and the possibility

etc.

(p.

1

8

1.)

tion does not

;

;

;

of interesting

God

the success of a theft, (p. 185.)
are there to speak of?
The
absurd superstitions, (pp. 89, 145) for example, the
supposed demonism of table turning (p. 90); diabolical
possession (p. 101) and carnal intercourse with demons;
political formulae, as of kings only holding their power
from the Church (p. 46) doctrines of the most savage
intolerance (p. 81)
heretics considered, although
rebels, as subjects of the Church and under its laws
a terrible sentence, which logically
(pp. 48, 396, 427)
calls for the auto da ft, and the baptism of their
children against their will (pp. 360, 383)
prohibition
against informing the Protestant minister that his
co-religionist is dying and calling for him (p. 86)
audacious infractions of the requirements of the civil

How many

in

things

still

;

;

;

;

;

law taught and justified (pp.
in event of death (p. 266)

50, 336, 355);

donations

equality of
inheritance (p. 266)
estate and property of monks
evasion of
entail and trusts (p. 267)
(pp. 336, 354)
the law of inheritance (p. 266) defrauding customs
dues and tolls (pp. 62, 206) difference in the gravity
of sins according as they may be very advantageous
or not
a truly Jesuitical discovery (pp. 112, 124);
the murder of an innocent person excused under
certain conditions of very great obscurity (p. 125);
the theory of denunciation commanded by the constitution of Ignatius (Reg. Comm. XX.) introduced
into the lay world and warmly recommended (p. 82)
the destruction of books reputed to be bad and their
theft openly preached (p. 82)
contempt of parental
nullifying

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
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when

the question is one of entering into
and brutal harshness towards parents
the art of theft in gambling (p.
(pp. 116, 119, 346)
320) the lawfulness of slavery and the slave trade
the unlawful opening of dead bodies (p.
(p. 173)
the most unblushing usury, sheltered behind
361)
the proscription of the Church which forbids lending
money at interest (pp. 268 to 273, 275) ;* the violation

authority

religious orders,

;

;

;

;

*

I

cannot

resist

the temptation to analyze the interesting chapter

on usury, that is to say, on lending at interest. It is well known that
the Catholic Church forbids it absolutely, and one likes to see in this
an application of the principle of charity which, in spite of its exaggeration, sits well on the Christian moralist.
Let us see how the casuist
has turned the difficulty that was important for the Jesuits, who are
skilful handlers of money.
But it was difficult in face of the 41st
proposition, condemned by Innocent XL
It is forbidden to me, then, on lending you i,ooo francs, which you
" Each year you will
are to return to me in ten years, to say to you
give me 50 francs interest."
But first of all, in lending you this money,
I may suffer a certain loss, I do not know exactly how much, but I can
;

:

foresee it.
It is right then that I should protect myself from it in
advance, by stipulating, for example, that in ten years you shall return
me not 1,000 francs, but good 2,000 francs, if I estimate at 1,000 francs
the loss which I shall have suffered.
And, then, I can no longer make
use of this money but in my business or my trade.
Now, I would have
reaped much benefit from it.
I estimate at 1,000 francs the profit

which

I

might have made

way

in this

in

two years

;

you have pre-

me doing so. Here is, then, 1,000 francs more, that you shall
me at the appointed time.
But this is not all.
What security have I that you will repay me?

vented
return

Ten

years

500

francs,

a long time.
that is fairly worth
I have to run a risk
inasmuch as you are not counted very solvent.
Lastly, I filly count on your paying me at the appointed day.
But if that should not take place ? If you should be behind ? Remember that I count on my money at the precise moment.
If you do not
repay me it will be 10 francs for every day's delay.
You may take it
or leave

it

is

;

!

That is more than there is need for, it would seem, and the poor
borrower would much prefer to be made to pay 5 per cent, on his
capital.
The pupil of the casuist would also be well quit of his
imaginary expenses. But fear not
If the civil law permits lending
at interest, that is to say, liviits it, as is done in France
lo
at once
this practice solemnly forbidden by the Church, "in virtue of natural
law, divine and ecclesiastical," becomes permitted.
Still further, the
lender may stipulate for compound interest
further still, he may
!

;

!

;

exceed the limit of the legal rate

if

his debtor

is

not in great distress

;
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for a little money of promises of marriage (pp. 418,
452) abuse of civil marriage (p. 425) the numberless
causes for the annulling the bonds of marriage (pp.
;

the contempt for the common people, and
420, 429)
the toadying to the great (pp. 79, 430, 447, 464) false
testimony (p. 149), lying (p. 158), perjury; mental
reservations (p. 147)
nullity of the marriage of
infidels and of heretics (pp. 421, 471)
the distinction
between the validity of legacies wanting in legal
formalities, void if they are for profane purposes,
valid if for pious use (pp. 265, 297)
hunting out of
season (p. 177) audacious clerical arrogance, reviving the old doctrine that the clergy are not subject to
the civil laws (p. 48), and putting in the front rank of
crimes the fact of having, even when a child, struck a
priest or violated the seclusion of a monastery.
But it would take too long to speak of them all,
and the reader will do me the justice of acknowledging that I pass them by with all haste. He will make
his own reflections, and he will judge if the condemnation of the Parliament of Paris inscribed as the
motto of this book, should not be justly applied to
the modern Jesuits.
But I wish further to call his attention to the
erotomania with which Gury appears to be touched,
like all the casuists that have preceded him.
This
shameless lewdness of imagination betrays itself in
two different ways. First, in the study of what they
call " scandalous subjects," that is to say, the sixth
and ninth commandments of the decalogue (pp. 131 to
I44)and the conjugal duties (pp.433 to 446, 58^0494)*
;

;

;

;

;

;

him not disturb himself at all if he is a banker, for he may
exact from everyone something more as a remuneration for his trouble.
Unless I am greatly mistaken, this is a difficult situation made very
easy ; but what would Benedict XIV. say of it, and what becomes of
his bull, Vix parvenit, against lending at interest ?

lastly, let

*

See beyond, Rousselot, pp. 507, 547.
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manifests itself by a superabundance of lascivious
investigations, a love of obscene details, an invention

it

unclean

of

circumstances, which

much

surpasses

everything- that the authors of Justine and of Gamiani
were able to imagine.*
But what is more interesting by far is to see these
lecherous thoughts pre-occupy and haunt the head of
the Jesuit so constantly, that he lets himself be overpowered by them in many subjects with which they
appear to have absolutely nothing to do. If he is
discussing invincible ignorance he takes as example
if indirect
children, " qui egeruntde se illicita " (p. 6)
will, it is Luban and his carnal temptations (p. 15), if
a consequence of violence it is Susanna (p. 8), or
Bertina and her master (p. 1 7) if erroneous conscience,
it is Ferdinand, George,
Gustavus, a child of ten
years, and his " tactus turpes " on his cousin-german
(p. 38), &c, &c. (see especially cases on confession).
If the question is that of the general theory of sin in
intention, the only example which comes to his mind
is that " in confession when one acknowledges a desire
to commit fornication, he must declare the circumstances of relationship, affinity, marriage, chastity,
which relate to the person desired. (Compare Diss. I.,
No. 167.) Then with what richness of invention does
he detail the reserved cases (p. 385), and the hindrances
to marriage (p. 463), with the unclean woman of
Ludimilla (p. 464), and cases by the hundred, which
rise before the eye in all parts of the book.
And in
what a grossly lewd way does he always view the
question of marriage, yielding and desiring the con;

;

Wonder after this that those who impregnate themselves with
moral teaching come to the most monstrous practical results. I
have established in my report on the proposed law of M. Harodet
(Primary Instruction), that in these last two years our tribunals, by no
means likely to be prejudiced against them, have condemned for crimes
and outrages against morality about four times in proportion'of ecclesiastical instructors than of lay.
*

this
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thoughts are only of that. And
made in order to have complete
control over the wife, and so over the husband.
But the most interesting fact which emerges from
this part of our study is the profound contempt which
the Jesuit has for woman. In the daily practice of life
there are no kinds of mystic endearments, of coaxing
modulations of the voice and gesture, which he does
Here there are
not invent in order to captivate her.
mysterious and nocturnal assemblies, when they go
lowering their eyes under thin veils and keeping close
to the walls, with sighs, sermons, music, incense,
intoxication of the lower senses, in the recesses of
dim and echoing chapels where the foot moves furtively, where the chandelier, loftily hung, mesmerizes.
Elsewhere are societies for propagandism or benevolence, associations in which the Jesuit can make use of
every quality, from the pettiest vanity and the desire
to play a part, ill gratified by real society, to the
noblest feminine impulses of goodness and generosity.

jugal function

what

;

his

skilful solutions,

Everywhere are manifestations of respect, gratitude
and love; they have placed woman upon the altar,
and have exempted the mother of God not only from
all actual sin, but even from the original taint of it.
Mariolatry is supreme in Christianity, and that
through the sons of Loyola.
So far well. All that is for the world, for the outfor the master of woman
side, for policy, for power
;

is

the master of

man as well. But, hark how they
are among themselves, far from the

speak when they
mystic ears of ardent adherents and banner-bearers.
They take as theirs the brutal words of Ecclesiasti" From garments cometh a moth, and from
cus
woman the evil of man." (p. 531.) " Engrave on your
mind this truth," says Gury, " Better is the wickedness of man than the good deed of a woman." (p.
In all their dissertations their profound con419.)
:

3i
for the daughter of Eve, the first corruptress
I
manifests itself, often under the grossest form.
could cite a hundred examples of it, which the reader
I crave pardon for
will meet on his way through
referring to only one of them, which is very curious
from several points of view. The casuist inquires if
children born of the intercourse between a beast and
Yes, he replies,
a human being should be baptized.
no, if it is
if it is the offspring of a man and a beast
for in the first case
that of a woman and a beast
alone can it be reckoned a descendant of Adam

tempt

;

;

;

!

(p. 546.)

Thus woman is, in the eyes of the Jesuit, only a
kind of soil in which the human plant may sprout
she belongs to the species of man only by virtue of
Do not ask the casuist to
this nutritive capacity.
understand anything whatever of the noble sentiments
which are the honor of humanity. He does not know
what love is he knows only fornication. He pollutes
with his unwholesome reveries whatever is holiest and
It is not only the bed of the
purest in the world.
newly-married, the mysteries of which he explores
with an insatiable lewdness inspired by jealousy he
also eyes askance the chaste conversations of those
affianced to each other he brands with his vile suspi;

;

;

;

cions the embraces of sister and brother, of father and
daughter, of the mother and her little child (p. 521),
and also the first heavings of the soul which is just
awaking, the plays of childhood, which he hates and
calumniates (p. 539). On all these joys, on all these
caresses, on all these exquisite graces his slimy trail
is found, like the slime of the snail on the most
brilliant flowers.

If

he knows not what love

is,

nor even shame,* no

* See the incredible position supported by the Jesuit, that for a
to yield herself to others, to have children by them, is not to
wrong her future husband (p. 454).

woman
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more does he know what delicacy is, or generosity, or
devotion,* or friendship, or personal dignity, or civic
duty, or love of country he is so profoundly ignorant
of these noble things that he knows not even their
names. You will not find a single one of these words
in the whole Moral Theology of Gury.
All that
makes the heart of humanity beat leaves him cold.
Do not speak to him of progress, of fraternity, of
he does not understand
science, of liberty, of hope
in his obscure corner he minces up erroneous con;

;

;

mental reservations,,
he endeavors to make
up some compound or other wherewith to brutalize
and enslave humanity.
For he degrades whatever he touches. Suppressing
conscience, giving over freedom of will into the hands
even against the
of a director, using information
confessor, who is to him an object of suspicion, as
being commonly a secular priest as a means of governing souls, narrowing men's horizon, clipping their
wings, perpetuating around thought and conscience a
twilight which is worse than night, since in it everything becomes doubtful and takes the appearance of
a shadow this is what he has done to all those on
whom he has laid his hand. I say nothing as to the
French clergy whose present representatives would
take in bad part the setting up of any contrast between them and their predecessors. But the French
nobility, once so sensitive, so high-spirited, so gensciences,

secret compensations,

scandalous

sins,

and out of

it all

—
—

;

its frivolity, find it if you can, now
quite insipid, without spring, no longer armed with
And
iron, but with scapularies and blessed ribands.

erous in spite of

* Neither for one's country, of which the Jesuits, who have no
country, never speak, nor for one's fellow creatures, for no one is bound
to sacrifice himself for others, not even for a sick husband or wife,
desertion of whom is excused, commanded even at a time of danger.
(P. 529-)
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the commonalty, once so robust and sober minded,
fond of work, of progress, and of liberty, see them
now, helpless, frightened, given up to every reaction.
And they were about to lay hold on the magistracy;
they were putting out their hand towards the army
Truly it was time
these two safeguards of a nation
our eyes were being opened for cleverer still than
Simon, the accursed magician, they were not only
trading in things sacred for money, but also in things
material for pious mummery.
Happily, among those whom they brutalized, they
It has
themselves must be counted at the head.
often been remarked that in three centuries they have
not produced one man of the first or even of the
second rank. But they do not appear to be aware of
it; they calmly place Bellarmine over against Richelieu,
Suarez against Pascal, Rapin against Corneille, and
Nonotte against Voltaire.
Not with impunity can one's heart and mind be
subjected to such a discipline.
I have often, in reading the Jesuits, called up in my own mind the picture
of what a thorough product of their intellectual and
!

;

"

moral manufacture would be. Look it seems to me
I see him, while I write, gliding along yonder carefully
in the shadow of the wall.
Not that he always takes
the lowly guise which comedy gives him
he often
holds high language, and an arrogant mien.
But you
will recognize him by this, that you will never see his
eyes, for the constitutions and his masters have taught
him always " to look lower than the one to whom he
" his secret thought will escape you, and
is speaking
his closed lips will not betray him.
But whatever he
may be, young or old, humble or bold, if he is
thoroughly impregnated with these authors, or Gury
;

;

;

only, distrust him, distrust

him

all.

Mistrust him first of all, you young woman
Do
not say that you have no fear, because he is bound to
!
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you by

betrothal, a semi-sacrament.
For if your
fortune vanish, or his increase, he will abandon you
without remorse, with the authorization of his director,
He will even have the right to do so
(pp. 418, 452.)
if there is between you and him a marked difference
of social position (p. 447), and that whatever may
have been his previous protestations, (p. 525.) Mistrust him, for if inflamed by his unwholesome studies
he brings you to harm, even after a solemn promise
of marriage, he can in like manner abandon you, you
and your child, (pp. 204, 280, 470). Mistrust him
even if he marries you, for in the first place he can by
the simplest process have that marriage annulled at
the end of two months, by declaring that it has not
been consummated (p. 421), and leave you, maddened
and dishonored. Mistrust him, for if in pronouncing
the sacramental words he had very positively the
intention not to contract marriage, your marriage will

be null understand this clearly, (pp. 458,459.) Mistrust him, as he will mistrust you, for he knows, if you
are a pupil of the same masters, that you can, without
remorse, and in the full belief that you are doing him
" no wrong," yield yourself to others before your
marriage, and conceal from him the existence of
children brought by you into the world, (pp. 419, 454.)
Mistrust him, you his wife if any disease attacks
you which may be communicated, for his moral law
does not oblige him to give you attention that might
be fatal to himself, (p. 529.) Mistrust him as he will
;

;

mistrust you, for you may abandon him also, and elsewhere the casuist authorizes you to draw from his

purse in an alarming fashion, (pp. 175, 219.)
Mistrust him, you, his father, for if he dares no
longer in the noonday of the Nineteenth Century
denounce you to the criminal judges when you become
heretical or an outlaw, he will be authorized to do
violence to your conscience at the supreme hour of
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order to hide himself in some
to you or in spite of you
(p. 1 16) he will abandon you, though old and wretched,
persuaded that he is doing an action pleasing to God.
Mistrust him, for if he can no longer con(p. 346.)
gratulate himself on inheriting your property, after
having killed you (p. 550), he will at least be allowed
to " congratulate himself on the succession which your
murder will have obtained for him." (p. 73.) Mistrust
him, for if on your death-bed you charge him with
some gift of a friend, he will have the right to disobey

death

(p. 115), for in

convent, and that

you

in

your

unknown

last wish. (p. 295.)

Mistrust him, you his child, for he is allowed to
wish for your death either with a view to your eternal
happiness, or with a view to diminishing the expenses
of his family, or to set you far from the danger of
sinning, (p. 85.)

Mistrust him, you his brother, for he can by representing you as unworthy at the bedside of your dying
father, deprive you of your rightful share in the
inheritance, provided he does not do it through hatred
of you (p. 234) for he can abandon you, you and
your family, in wretchedness, without remorse, and
take his fortune to a neighboring convent (p. 347)
for he can skilfully make good out of the paternal
inheritance what he may consider as an injustice
committed against him. (p. 209.)
Mistrust him, you his friends, for he is authorized
to betray all your secrets, even the most particular
ones, when he may judge that there is any interest at
stake, whether of the Church or of a third person (p.
456) do not entrust him with a letter, for he will
always be able to find some good reason for opening
it without sin (pp. 157, 163), and if your secret is a
bad deed, remember that he can divulge it to all
those who may have any great interest in knowing it
and do not lend him books, for if he con(p. 153)
;

;

;
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siders them bad, he will be authorized not to return
them, at least while you do not threaten to trounce
him. (p. 82.)
Mistrust him, all you who have any business relations with him, for in the case of doubtful clauses he
may interpret them sometimes in one sense and
sometimes in another, in all security of conscience for
the furtherance of his interests (pp. 33, 43)
for if he
surrenders to you all his property, he may keep a part
of it secretly, with a view to supporting himself and
his family (p. 263), and even of concealing moneys
due him (p. 251) for he will invent ingenious occult
compensations which border on swindling (p. 225)
for if you make a will, he will always find some means
of having the benefit of it, without fulfilling its conditions (pp. 282, 296), and he will have learned some
very peculiar ways of leading you to make this will
and he will be able, without anxiety
(pp. 196, 293)
of heart, to conceal faults in its form (p. 62) and to
;

;

;

;

if you refuse,
repair material accidents (pp. 294, 327)
take care to declare that he owes you money, without
which he will find a reason for not paying it to your
for if you lend him your horse and it is
heir (p. 292)
stolen from him, he will refuse to pay you anything
for if you entrust money to him he will
(p. 301)
trade with it and keep the profit for himself (p. 303);
for he will be satisfied that he does not commit any
injustice in combining with others to embarrass your
auction sale (pp. 276, 307) for he will have a thousand
ways of excusing himself from making restitution to
;

;

;

;

you of what he owes you (pp. 193, 201, 202) even if
he may have defrauded you (p. 191) for, and this is
worthy of a whole poem, he can wish you a temporal
evil and rejoice in it for a good end. (p. 79.)
Do not lay a wager with him, for he is full of
devices for making dishonest wagers without sin.
;

(

P

.

318.)
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Do not play with him, for he will behave like an
infamous sharper, in all security of conscience, (pp.
Do not believe his promises and his oaths,
319, 321.)
on the ground of his piety, when he sells you anything
they are but trifling peccadilloes allowed to
merchants, (p. 275.)
Do not take him as a domestic servant, for he knows
thoroughly the theory of petty thefts, thefts of pro;

and of the conditions of restitution (p. 182),
he thinks that you do not pay him enough, and
him work too hard, he will find means to

visions,

and

if

make

establish a fair equilibrium, (pp. 188, 223.)
Mistrust him, toll keeper, customs officer, treasury
agent, whoever you may be, for he does not allow the

lawfulness of your impost, and he will defraud it by
possible means
do not interrogate him, he will
lie, and that under oath if need be
he is authorized
to do so. (pp. 62, 206, 254.)
And watch him well if
he is a notary, for he will conscientiously assist in
defrauding the revenue, (pp. 255, 344.)
Mistrust him, members of the Council of Revision,
for he cannot consider himself bound to make any
reparation if he fraudulently causes another to be sent
in his place, (p. 207.)
Mistrust him, Colonel, for he
will lawfully desert if he does not find in the regiment
facilities for going to confession, (p. 206.)
Mistrust him, judge, when he appears before you as
prosecutor, as accused, or as witness.
In vain you
all

;

;

will

make him

raise his hand,

God.

and swear by

Christ,

In almost all circumstances he will find
means of escaping you, (pp. 148, 157, 158, 162, 288,
327, 343,) and if you condemn him he will be able to
compensate himself secretly for your condemnation,
if he thinks his conscience acquits him.
Mistrust him all, and keep away from him as from
one infected with the plague neither your property,
nor your life, nor your honor are safe near him.
his

;
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For if he advises and instigates a thief to plunder
your house, he will owe you nothing (pp. 194, 197,
243) for if he is a judge, and in complicity with his
colleagues renders against you an unrighteous judgment purchased with money, he will owe you nothing
for if his children or his servants have caused
(p. 244)
damage on your property, he will owe you nothing
for if he sees a thief carry off your property,
(p. 245)
and receives money as the price of his silence, he will
owe you nothing (pp. 247, 262) for if he has set fire
to your house while seeking to rob you, he will owe
you nothing (p. 195) for if he has killed your cow
while intentionally shooting at your ass, he will owe
you nothing (pp. 12, 196, 258) for if he has burnt
your house while meaning to set fire to your neighbor's, he will owe you nothing (pp. 194, 236, 242)
for if he has been guilty of theft, and you are accused
and condemned for the theft, he will owe you nothing,
even when he may have committed the theft for the
purpose of having you accused (pp. 195, 220) for if
you are the creditor of a man whom he has assassinated, he will owe you nothing (p. 204)
for if you
are the wife or child of a man whom he has assassinated, and if this man lived a bad life (p. 252), or even
must have died soon (p. 203), he will owe you nothing;
for in no case will he owe you anything, if in killing
your father he thought he was assassinating another
(p. 236), or if he has intentionally murdered your
father, when you are able to provide for yourself,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

(p. 203.)

For he can slander you freely,
and apt at his lessons (pp.

if

ever so

little skil-

and even
without excuse and requires
reparation, he can dispense himself from it if he considers the preservation of his good name " useful to
religion" (p. 155); for he can seduce a young girl
even under promise of marriage, and make her a
ful

when the slander

is

154, 162);
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mother, then desert her without a thought, if he can
plead that there is ever so little inequality of social
position either before or after the promise (p. 525)
and do not speak to him of coming to the help of the
poor girl, for he will answer you grandly, " that the
loss of virginity can neither be valued nor indemnifor if you take at his house
fied " (pp. 204, 253)
poisoned food intended for another, he will not warn
you, and furthermore, he will owe nothing to anyone
;

your death, (p. 236.)
Fly from him, for he has at his disposal " extensive
mental reservation and equivocal words " (p. 148),
which allow him in fact to lie every time he has need
after

of

it.

Fly from him, for the doctrine of probabilism will
always allow him to find a grave doctor, whose opinion
will be enough to make his action lawful, and will
authorize him to do whatever he has any interest in
doing,

(p. 31.)

Fly from him, because once his opinion
he will violate with an easy conscience all
and if he is condemned by the judge, he

is

formed,

civil

may

laws,
fully

and tranquilly make use of secret reparation, (p. 186.)
For this point must be insisted on. In virtue of
the doctrine of intention, he comes to substitute his
own authority for all authority for him there are no
longer any laws, either civil laws or family ties, or
laws of honor, or anything of what forms the current
;

that binds together

all

the elements of a society.

He

do such and such a thing if he finds it good, for
if he has on his side any doctor of ability he has the
right to consider it good
in all cases, the act being
will

;

done, since he has acted in accordance with an
invincibly erroneous conscience, and since he has not
committed any theological fault, he is not bound to
any reparation, and if the civil judge allows himself
to command such he will recompense himself justly.
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Such would be, when fully developed, the best pupil
of Jesuitical doctrines.
Happily they have, I believe,
never produced one who was so thorough that honesty
which is the foundation of human nature asserts its
superiority both with the pupil and the teacher
and
especially in France, the land of generous impulses.
It is doubtless for this reason that during three centuries not a single Frenchman has been sufficiently
impregnated with the Jesuitical spirit to deserve the
rank of General.
But is not such teaching even mitigated by good
sense and a native feeling of honor, a real social
danger ? Who can say how many generations would
be needed for those noble qualities which still keep
up the struggle, to be stifled and vanquished ? As
for me, I cannot think of it without shuddering.
May the reading of the present book communicate to
all my sincere and profound dread
May the liberals
who at the present time are most compromised by a
generous logic, understand that principles are not
made for those who put themselves outside of principles, and that freedom of exchange is not violated
because we exclude from our ports bales infected with
the plague.
;

;

!
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